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Abstract: Previous research has shown that collaborative learning (CL) 
introduced in listening classes at a university can promote autonomous 
learning attitudes (Tsuda, 2012). The aim of this article is to show that 
when Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is adopted 
for CL, it can be more effective in motivating students to work harder. 
The close relation between CL and the 4Cs (communication, content, 
community, and cognition) of CLIL is demonstrated as follows: Learning 
the target language through communication among group members, 
learners are encouraged to focus on the content of the topic. Students 
learn from each other in the community of a small group or class to 
deepen their cognition or critical thinking abilities. In CL-style classes 
individual learners are required to take responsibility for achieving the 
group goal. Therefore, they can realize self-efficacy by fulfilling their 
roles. Through questionnaires and video observation, this study shows 
that learners benefit from their interest in the content as well as English 
communication skills in CL-style classes with the CLIL approach. CL 
classes with CLIL can thus lead learners, including weak learners, to 
academic achievement as well as to a higher motivation for more 
autonomous English language learning.
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??????? ?Solórzano & Franzier, 2009? ????? 7???????
? 1. ????????????CL: Collaborative Learning ?????
???? ????
1. Pre-listening activity ?CL? ???????????????????????????
2. New vocabulary check ???????????????????
3. Listening strategy ???????????????????????????
4. Listening to the lecture ????????????????????????????
5. Comprehension quiz ??????????Q&A???????????
6. Post-listening activity ?CL? ????????????????????????
7. Extended listening activity
Self-Access Center ?SAC?????DVD??? CD?????
?? Learning Management System ?LMS? ? TED talks???
Office Hour??????????????????????
?????????Pre-listening ?Post-listening???????????????????
4. 2. Pre-listening activity
??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????CLIL?????????????????????????????
Genetically Modified ?GM? Food???????????????????????????
?????????Pre-listening activity ????
1?????????????????????????????????????????
? What is GM food??? What are the merits of GM food??? What are the demerits 
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5. 3. 3. ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
? 4. ?????????????????? ?n=20?
???? ??? ????????? ??????
??????????? 80% 20% 0
?????????? 25% 35% 40%
?????? 60% 30% 10%
???? ????? ????????? ???????
???????????????? 70% 30% 0




















6. 1. 1. Pre-listening activity????
??????????CLIL??????????????????????????????











??????????This class was a good chance for me to learn about GM food.? ????
?????????????We had nice discussion in English.???????????????
???????????? ?Today’s class had so much fun.? ?We discussed a lot of different 
thoughts.? ?It was interesting to discuss about GM food.? ???????????????
?????????????????CLIL???????????????????????
??? ?GM Food? ??????????????????????????????????
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      ?    ???? ?GOAL?  ???????
???????
??????? ? ? ??  ? ??  ? ?????????????   ?   ???   ??
      ?????    ?? ??????
???????? ? ??   ? ????  ????  ????
 ?????? ?    ?????????
                ?????????    Interaction           Inner speech
???????????   ????
                  
 ? ????????????   ?? ???????????? ?  ??  ???? ??
????????????????????  ????
??????????? ????             ???????              ?????    ????????










????????????????????????????????F: a female student, M: a 
male student?
F: ?but I think organic produce contains fewer pesticide.
M: Ah?but there are many, many GM foods now. You must have eaten it, however, you 
didn?t be, ??????????????????However, you?re not, you?re not, ?
illness. So, GM food doesn?t have bad effects on our lives. So I will choose GM food, it 
is cheaper.
???????????????????????????????????????????
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